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Abstract. Similarity joins are troublesome database operators that
often produce results much larger than the user really needs or expects. In
order to return the similar elements, similarity joins also require sorting
during the retrieval process, although order is a concept not supported in
the relational model. This paper proposes a solution to solve those two
issues extending the similarity join concept to a broader set of binary
operators, which aims at retrieving the most similar pairs and embed-
ding the sorting operation only as an internal processing step, so as to
comply with the relational theory. Additionally, our extension allows to
explore another useful condition not previously considered in the sim-
ilarity retrieval: the negation of predicates. Experiments performed on
real and synthetic data show that our operators are fast enough to be
used in real applications and scale well both for multidimensional and
non-dimensional metric data.
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1 Introduction
Similarity joins are becoming important database operators in several scenar-
ios, such as near-duplicate detection, string matching and data mining support
[7,10]. Those operators receive two relations T1 and T2 and return pairs of tuples
〈t[T1], t[T2]〉 that meet a similarity predicate. The most common types of simi-
larity joins found in the literature are the range join, the k-nearest neighbor join
and the k-distance join [1].
Usually, the results of the range and the k-nearest neighbor joins are not sent
directly to the user, as they are mainly applied as preprocessing operators [3,15]
or as intermediate operators, once their result set cardinality is usually very large.
Those high-cardinality results are often not intuitive to the user, being sent to
another algorithm [1]. In most applications requiring similarity joins, the users
are usually interested in the few most similar pairs [4,9]. Thus, the k-distance
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Fig. 1. The negation of predicates: (a) Combining sensors and candidate location to
install a sensor; (b) Answer with the negation of a range condition.
join is the similarity operator most suitable to be a query operator, because it
results in just the k most similar pairs.
However, in order to choose the k most similar pairs in general, the k-distance
join operator demands additional operations, such as sorting, before the ﬁnal
result is obtained. Therefore, k-distance joins internally performs more opera-
tions than those deﬁned in the “classical” join: in fact, the non-similarity based
joins are deﬁned as a Cartesian product followed by a selection. Thus, in a strict
sense, the so called k-distance join is not a join operator but an extended type
of binary similarity operator that also requires ordering.
In addition to ordering, the same concept employed to deﬁne the k-distance
join operator can be generalized to support also the range and the k-nearest
neighbor joins by interposing their respective similarity selections. Such more
generic operator enables to explore a kind of condition common in relational
databases but, to the best of our knowledge, it was still not adequately explored
in similarity joins: the negation of the similarity operators.
Consider the following example. The Sa˜o Paulo Brazilian State is an impor-
tant sugar cane producer, providing ethanol to the country. The expansion of
such cultivar demands monitoring the climate measures such as temperature and
precipitation. For this purpose, a small number of climate sensors (represented
as stars, in Fig. 1(a)) were positioned in the most productive areas, where each
sensor covers a radius of about 10 km. To improve monitoring, new additional
locations sensors should be installed (the diamonds in Fig. 1(a)), but the cur-
rent budget allows for the installation of just k new sensors. Where should the
new sensors be installed, so they are close but not inside the already monitored
areas?
This scenario requires to consider not only the locations closest to each sensor,
but also those which are outside their covering area. The problem can be solved
employing the negation of the range predicate. In addition, the order among
the pairs of sensors and the new locations must be considered, as Fig. 1(b)
shows, where the stars are combined with the circles (the closest locations not
yet covered).
This paper extends the deﬁnition of similarity joins to generate a broader
set of binary similarity operators, which we call wide-joins (Sect. 3). They are
deﬁned as a Cartesian product followed by a selection based on order, where
the ordering is obtained during the similarity evaluation. Broadening the k-
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Table 1. Symbols employed in the paper.
Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning
d a metric t[A] the value of attribute A in tuple t
S1, S2 attributes subject to a metric Π extended projection [8]
S metric data domain θ a predicate
T1,T2,TR relations ¨ similarity join
distance join, those new operators aims at computing the most similar pairs,
being general enough to support range and k-nearest neighbor predicates and
also their negation.
We performed an extensive scalability evaluation of the proposed operators
using real and synthetic datasets (Sect. 4). The results obtained show that the
“ordered similarity joins” present computational cost equivalent to the existing
similarity joins whereas returning a smaller and more signiﬁcant result set.
The major contributions of this paper are: (i) we present the k-distance join
as an extended operator and provide a theoretical ground to support it; (ii) we
embed the sorting concept into a similarity operator in a way compatible with
the relational theory; (iii) we explore the negation of a similarity predicate; (iv)
we enable any similarity join to be used as a ﬁnal query operator. Finally, we
outline the main ideas and devise future improvements (Sect. 5).
2 Related Work
Similarity search is the information retrieval process where the answer consists of
a set of elements recognized, in some sense, as similar to others. The basic query
operators that perform similarity retrieval are the similarity selections [2,14] and
the similarity joins. They are typically applied over data in a metric space [13].
Formally, let S be a metric data domain subjected to a distance function d, that
is d : S × S → R+, T1 and T2 be two relations containing attributes S1 ∈ T1
and S2 ∈ T2 with values sampled from S, ξ ∈ R+ be a similarity threshold
and k ∈ N∗ be a constant (Table 1 summarizes the symbols). The similarity
range join combines the tuples t[T1] and t[T2] such that d(t[S1], t[S2]) ≤ ξ. The
k-nearest neighbor join combines each tuple whose attribute t[S1] is one of the
k most similar value to t[S2], totaling k ∗ |T1| pairs. Finally, the k-distance join
retrieves the k most similar pairs 〈t[S1], t[S2]〉.
Similarity joins have been extensively investigated in the literature. The
study introduced in [14] deﬁnes algebraic equivalence rules holding in similarity
selection, grouping and join operators. It also presents another join that com-
bines range and one-nearest neighbor into a conjunctive predicate. It departs
from ours as we aim at retrieving the most similar pairs, extending the k-distance
join, whereas a range predicate does not ensure such cardinality control.
Several studies process similarity joins using metric structures. The basic
idea is to insert the elements from one or both relations into a data structure
that speeds up retrieval. Previous studies like [5,12] employ the eD-Index, but
they focus only in range joins. Another study [7] proposed pruning techniques on
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the M-Tree to improve the detection of closest pairs. Our proposal departs from
that once we detect closest pairs extending similarity join operators. The List of
Twin Clusters (LTC) [11] was specially designed to process similarity joins, but
LTC does not ensure the closest pairs, which we are interested in.
A non-indexing approach to process similarity joins in metric spaces is the
Quickjoin [10]. It divides the search space into smaller regions to reduce the
complexity of nested-loops. However, Quickjoin was designed to compute only
range joins, whereas we focus on the k-distance join type. An enhanced version
of Quickjoin to process k-nearest neighbor join was introduced in [6]. However,
that version computes approximate nearest neighbors, in which some relevant
pairs may be lost and replaced by less similar ones, while we are interested in
an accurate version of the similarity join operator.
The theory of wide-joins was introduced in [2]. We extend that study includ-
ing: (i) a reformulation of the basic similarity join deﬁnition in a generalized
concept which allows to perform any kind of comparison involving similarity;
(ii) the support to handle negation; and (iii) experimental performance compar-
ison of similarity joins, wide-joins and their algebraic expressions.
3 Proposal
Considering the similarity join operators presented in Sect. 2, the range join can
be expressed as the Cartesian product followed by a range selection. Likewise,
the k-nearest neighbor join is equivalent to a Cartesian product followed by a
k-nearest neighbor selection. Therefore, both join operators have corresponding
similarity selection operators supporting them. Both join operators can also be
seen as equivalent to similarity selection operators when T1 has a single tuple
(the query center) and T2 contains the elements to be queried. However, the
k-distance join does not have a corresponding similarity selection operator to
produce its result when attached to the Cartesian product.
In order to ﬁnd the global k most similar pairs, the k-distance join operator
must compute the candidate pairs to compose the result (Cartesian product),
evaluate their similarity (distance computation) and order the pairs following
the similarity criterion (distance), allowing to ﬁnally ﬁlter only the most similar
pairs (ﬁnal selection) in a general context. Thus, the k-distance join is expressed
in relational algebra as in (1).
σ(ord≤κf )
(
Π{T1,T2,F(dist)→ord}
(
Π{T1,T2,d(t[S1],t[S2])→dist} (T1 × T2)
))
. (1)
In (1), F is a function that projects the ordinal value of each value com-
puted by the metric d into the extended attribute ord. We employ F such as
a function that receives the distances between values t[S1], t[S2] and returns the
ordinal classiﬁcation of each of those dissimilarity values. In such way, although
the k-distance join demands to order the elements, the ordering concept is con-
tained inside the operator remaining compatible with the relational theory, once
each extended projection Π operator receive a relation and return a relation.
In fact, this deﬁnition follows the same concept that allows aggregate functions
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such as sum, average, etc. to be employed in the relational model. Finally, the
elements are not physically nor logically sorted, as the ordering is embodied in
the attribute ord, which is projected out in the end, but enables to select the k
most similar pairs in general.
3.1 Similarity Joins with Order: The Theory of Wide-Joins
Although (1) provides the algebraic deﬁnition of the k-distance join, it also
deﬁnes the conceptual basis to create an extended set of similarity-based opera-
tors that includes the order concept as an internal part of the processing. In (1),
it is possible to interpose a similarity selection operator between the Cartesian
product and the extended projection in order to embrace joins. Once those oper-
ators are composed of additional operations, beyond just a Cartesian product
followed by a selection (as in the join deﬁnition), we refer to them as the “simi-
larity wide-joins” and formalize them in Deﬁnition 1.
Definition 1 (Similarity Wide-Join: ¨). Let S be a metric data domain
subjected to a distance function d, that is, d : S × S → R+, T1 and T2 be two
relations containing attributes S1 ∈ T1 and S2 ∈ T2 with values sampled from
S, κf be an upper bound parameter and θ be a similarity-based predicate. Then,
a similarity wide-join T1
(S1 θ S2),κf
¨ T2 is a binary operator that performs an inner
similarity join using the predicate θ, order the intermediate result by the dissim-
ilarity among values t[S1] and t[S2] and returns the κf tuples having t[S1] and
t[S2] most similar in general. The wide-join is expressed in relational algebra
according to (2).
T1
(S1 θ S2),κf
¨ T2 ≡ σ(ord≤κf )
(
Π{T1,T2,F(d(t[S1],t[S2]))→ord}
(
T1
(t[S1] θ t[S2])
¨ T2
))
. (2)
Similarity wide-joins follow a k-distance join-like deﬁnition, with function
F executing as aforesaid. They also employ the ordering concept internally,
compatible with the relational theory. In addition, similarity wide-joins make
ﬂexible to express both the desired cardinality of the result set and the similarity-
based predicate that composes the inner similarity join, where each variation
of the similarity condition generates a distinct type of wide-join. Usually, the
similarity predicate is expressed by a single-term with comparisons based on
range or k-nearest neighbors, but those conditions can be combined to obtain
results from more elaborated predicates.
3.2 Single-term Predicates
The most straightforward type of wide-join does not employ a comparison based
on similarity, but it corresponds to the predicate θ = true. In such case, the
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inner join appearing in (2) becomes a Cartesian product, like in (1). Thus, a
wide-join employing a true predicate results in the k-distance join operator.
The other types of wide-joins are directly obtained from using range and
nearest neighbor conditions. When θ = (t[S1] Range(d, ξ) t[S2]), the resulting
operator is the range wide-join. Range wide-joins enable to combine a range join
and k-distance join in a single operator. It selects a restricted number of the
κf most similar elements among pairs 〈t[T1], t[T2]〉 such that d(t[S1], t[S2]) ≤ ξ.
Either range or k-distance joins alone do not produce the same result. Naturally,
the former fails in restricting only the most similar pairs and the latter can select
pairs whose dissimilarity exceeds the value ξ. Moreover, it is slower to retrieve a
composition of a range join followed by a selection of the most similar pairs, like
the right-hand side of (2), than to embed those operations into a single operator,
as discussed in the experimental section.
A predicate θ = (t[S1] kNN(d, k) t[S2]) produces the k-nearest neighbor
wide-join. Like the range wide-join, the k-nearest neighbor wide-join reduces the
cardinality of the k-nearest neighbor join from k∗|T1| to κf . However, it requires
two parameters related to quantities: k for the k initial nearest neighbor join and
κf for the ﬁnal number of pairs.
Values of κf ≤ k ﬁlter out a subset of the k-nearest neighbor join result. As
the wide-join operator retrieves the most similar pairs, the intermediary result
eventually corresponds to a k-distance join operator, when θ = true. If k ensures
a large selectivity, such setup allows using function F to optimize the operator,
once it allows selecting a reduced number of pairs.
In metric spaces containing a number of denser regions, setting κf ≤ k may
lead to many pairs too much similar among themselves, which may not add
valuable information to the query answer. However, when κf > k, the k-nearest
neighbor wide-join assumes a more exploratory behavior, and returns not only
the most similar pairs from the subset of the k-nearest neighbor join in general,
but also pairs distributed along the entire search space, despite the existence of
denser regions.
Although similarity queries including range and nearest neighbor operators
are the most frequent ones, the complement of those single condition is supported
in the predicate logic and can be employed for similarity retrieval, producing
not-in-range and not-the-nearest neighbors similarity comparators.
3.3 Negation of Single-term Predicates
The predicate negation of a term exists in the relational algebra and is well
explored in relational databases. For instance, queries employing operators like

= (negation of a ‘=’), ≥ (negation of a ‘<’) or < (negation of a ‘≥’) are common.
In similarity queries, the negation of a similarity operator becomes trouble-
some in two main aspects. First, retrieving similar elements corresponds to a
“direct” predicate, not to its negation. For example, returning the “10-farthest
neighbors” is distinct from returning the “not 10-nearest neighbor”. Second,
the negation of similarity predicates return a set with very large cardinality. For
example, a “not 10-nearest neighbor” query returns all elements of the database,
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except for the “10-nearest neighbors”. With respect to similarity joins, negation
retrieves even more pairs. Wide join is well suited to help taming such problems.
Negating a predicate has an interesting motivation in similarity retrieval:
once the most similar elements are already known, but the user wants to know
something else, how to obtain the elements beyond the ones already known? This
is a distinct problem from the incremental k-NN selection, as here the user is not
interested in the k-NN ones. An example of negating the predicate in a similarity
join was provided in Sect. 1 and such situations are treated also negating the
predicate term in the wide-join. Following the deﬁnitions introduced in Sect. 3.2,
negating the case where θ = true does not apply to similarity joins nor to wide-
joins, as its negation θ = false always returns an empty set.
For a θ composed of a range negation ¬(t[T1]Range(d, ξ)t[T2]), the not-range
comparator selects the pairs where d(t[S1], t[S2]) > ξ. However, such condition
presents the drawback of returning a result with huge cardinality. A common
way to solve such shortcoming in similarity range join operators is to increase
the similarity threshold ξ to obtain a reduced set of elements. Nevertheless, as
ξ increases, the retrieved elements lie more and more in the farthest regions
of the space, which disrupts the similarity and the negation concepts, once the
obtained elements are not similar to the query centers. Thus, predicates based on
the not-range conditions are computed using wide-joins, where the upper bound
limit κf ensures retrieving the similar elements that are beyond the threshold ξ
and also prevents the operator from returning too many elements.
Algorithm 1 introduces a nested-loop procedure to compute not-range wide-
joins. Line 4 performs the not-range comparison. While the result TR contains
less than κf pairs, the tuples whose similarity exceed the threshold ξ are tem-
porarily included in the answer (lines 5–6). As soon as TR has more than κf
pairs, lines 9–11 replaces the most dissimilar one with the currently analyzed
pair. The condition in line 5 ensures a result set with at most κf pairs and
Algorithm 1. Wide-join with ¬Range comparison
1: for t1 ∈ T1 do
2: for t2 ∈ T2 do
3: dist ← d(t1[S1], t2[S2]);
4: if (dist > ξ) then
5: if |TR| < κf then
6: TR ← TR ∪ {〈t1[S1], t2[S2], dist〉};
7: else
8: Let w ∈ TR be the tuple with the greater d(t2[S1], t2[S2]) value;
9: if dist < w.dist then
10: TR ← TR ∪ {〈t1[S1], t2[S2], dist〉};
11: TR ← TR − {w};
12: return TR;
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avoids the ¬Rng predicate to return unnecessary elements. As it requires the
maximum upper bound κf , this solution is speciﬁc for wide-joins.
Likewise, when θ = ¬(t[S1] kNN(d, k)t[S2]), the not-k-nearest neighbor wide-
join retrieves the most similar pairs beyond the result of a k-nearest neighbor
join, but restricted to the upper bound κf . Its implementation is similar to Alg. 1,
just varying three key points: (i) the condition in line 4 is suppressed; (ii) the
cardinality in line 5 is checked to be less than (κf +k); and (iii) for each t1 ∈ T1,
TR becomes a temporary result Ttemp, where the procedure returns a result TR =
Ttemp1 ∪ Ttemp2 ∪. . .∪ Ttempn . The remainder operations deﬁned presented in the
right-hand side in (2) (projection and selection) are performed subsequently to
the processing of those unary not-range and not-k-nearest neighbor conditions.
Following, we explore predicates composed of more than one term.
3.4 Multiple-Term Predicates
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 introduced four similarity-based comparators: range, k-
nearest neighbor and their respective complements. However, the similarity pred-
icate can be assumed to be in the form as θ = τ1 ϕ . . . ϕ τn, where ϕ is a logical
connective and the term τ is one of the four comparators previously deﬁned.
It is not straightforward to enumerate the number of distinct types of wide-
join instances generated by combining similarity terms, as some of them are
equivalent to others. However, such discussion is beyond the scope and space of
this paper. As multiple-term predicates connect terms τ in a conjunctive (∧) or
disjunctive (∨) way, each term τ can be processed separately and each individ-
ual result combined to others respectively executing intersection and union set
operations in place of ∧ and ∨.
Following, we present some optimization options to compute the wide-joins
either for single or multiple-term predicates.
3.5 Optimizing Wide-Joins Processing
Similarity wide-joins are usually processed using nested-loops like in Alg. 1,
i.e., performing |T1| ∗ |T2| distance computations to obtain the result set. This
approach presents a high computational cost, but it enables to compute any type
of wide-join and to combine any kind of data, either multidimensional or purely
metric. However, some improvements can be applied to speed up its processing.
Indexing the elements in T2 is an eﬀective technique often employed in the
literature and can also be applied to wide-joins. Once metric structures can
beneﬁt from properties such as the triangle inequality to prune elements, they
usually reduce the number of I/O operations when processing the operator.
Aiming at decreasing the CPU time when processing the inner join, it is
possible to employ an extended version of the Cartesian product operator that
returns a triple 〈t[T1], t[T2], d(t[S1], t[S2])〉, as is shown in lines 6 and 10 of Alg. 1.
Thus, the similarity distance between t[S1] and t[S2] does not need to be recom-
puted in the subsequent operations, such as in the function F in (2).
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Finally, the operations performed by the extended projection and the ﬁnal
selection in the right-hand side of (2) can be directly executed if the result of
the inner similarity join is inserted into a priority queue, where the more similar
t[S1] and t[S2] are, the greater is the priority in the list. Thereafter, the ﬁnal
selection only removes κf elements from the priority queue when composing the
ﬁnal answer.
4 Experiments
This paper reports on the enlargement of similarity joins in a broader set of
binary operators that employs the sorting concept internally, allowing extending
the applicability of joins in similarity queries. We conducted our experimental
studies to evaluate the scalability of the proposed operators by varying the car-
dinality of the joined relations, the data distribution and its dimensionality, and
performed an analysis on how setting the parameters (ξ, k, κf ) inﬂuences the
performance.
We describe the results of several synthetic datasets (Synth) with distinct
dimensionality and cardinality, and a real one (Protein). The Synth data sets
vary from 1,000 to 100,000 points in 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 dimensions each set,
generated according to Uniform and Normal distributions. For those datasets,
we used the L2 metric. The Protein1 data set consists of 12,866 chains of amino-
acids represented by characters. This is a purely metric data set and allows to
evaluate the operators on data that cannot be represented in the multidimen-
sional space model. We retained proteins whose length varies between 2 and 15
amino-acids and employed the well-known Levenshtein edit distance.
The experiments ran in a computer with an Intel R© CoreTM i7-4770 processor,
running at 3.4 GHz, with 16 GB of RAM on the operating system Ubuntu 14.04.
We implemented all distinct operators in the same framework, written in C++,
and the elements of both relations remain in disk, that is, tuples are loaded in
memory only when they are required. The results obtained are depicted in Fig. 2
and the default parameter setup of each experiment can be found in Table 2.
Figure 2(a) shows the performance of the range wide-join and its algebraic
version when the cardinality of the Synth dataset increases. The algebraic version
corresponds to the combination of operators expressed in the right-hand side in
(2). As it can be seen, the range wide-join operator (Rng) is at least 6.62%
faster (|T1|, |T2| = 1, 000) than the algebraic operator composition (AlgRng),
but the largest performance gain (71.57%) was observed when both cardinalities
are larger, as when they are equal to 10,000. The ﬁgure also compares the range
wide-join and the similarity range join (SimRng) present in the literature. As
expected, SimRng executes faster than the Rng, because the latter performs
all the processing of the former plus some additional operations. Even so, the
SimRng was in average only 6.87% faster than the range wide-join.
Figure 2(b) presents the previous comparison regarding the operators based
on the nearest neighbor predicate. The k-nearest neighbor wide-join (KNN) was
1 Proteins: http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot Access: Apr 27, 2015
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(a) Range-based operators (b) Nearest-based operators (c) Negation of predicates
(d) Returned cardinality (e) Dimensions variation (f) Distribution variation
(g) Parameter variation: ξ (h) Parameter variation: k (i) Parameter variation: κf
Fig. 2. Results: scalability and parametric analysis
in average 76.78% faster than its algebraic version (AlgKNN) regarding increas-
ing cardinality. The KNN wide-join was also compared to the similarity k-NN
join (SimKNN). Analogous to Fig. 2(a), the wide version is expected to be slower
than the SimKNN, but the latter was in average 14.25% faster than the former.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show that although our proposed operators are not
faster than the corresponding plain similarity joins found in the literature, the
additional processing introduced to compute the most similar pairs does not
inﬂuence the computational complexity of both types of joins.
Figure 2(c) shows the performance of the wide-joins employing the negation
of the range and k-nearest neighbor conditions. The new proposed NotRng and
NotKNN operators executed in a time quite similar, once they share the same
implementation structure (Section 3.3), but the NotRng was in average 9.45%
faster than the NotKNN. Notice in the same ﬁgure that NotRng and NotKNN are
in average 63.86% and 92.62% faster than their algebraic versions, respectively.
Additionally, the negation of a similarity predicate (Fig. 2(c)) follows the
same behavior of its traditional versions, where range is faster than the nearest
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Table 2. Parameter conﬁguration: default values in bold
Parameter Dataset Values
|T1| Protein 861 (proteins present in humans)
Synth 1,000; 2,500; 5,000; 7,500; 10,000
|T2| Protein 12005 (proteins not present in humans)
Synth 1,000; 2,500; 5,000; 7,500; 10,000; 100,000
ξ
Protein 1; 2; 3; 4; 5
Synth 0.25; 0.50; 0.75; 1.00; 1.25
k All 5; 10; 15; 20; 25
κf All 5; 10; 15; 20; 25
Dimension Synth 2; 4; 8; 16; 32; 64
Distribution Synth normal; uniform
neighbors, as can also be seen comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Comparing the
results in Figs. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c), one can see that the computational complexity
of the join operators follow the theoretical O(|T1| ∗ |T2|) prediction.
Figure 2(d) shows the total amount of pairs returned by the inner similarity
range and k-nearest neighbor joins before the subsequent operations of the wide-
join deﬁnition. This ﬁgure conﬁrms that both types of similarity joins retrieve
more pairs than the user is usually interested in, and, eventually, most of them
are discarded, which is a waste of computational resources. Distinctly, the wide-
joins retrieved only 10 pairs in each run on the Synth set (as κf in Table 2).
Figure 2(e) studies the eﬀect of the dimensionality variation in the perfor-
mance. As it can be noticed, the diﬀerence among the proposed operators is
small. However, as the number of dimensions increases, the metric becomes more
computationally expensive to compute and the performance of the operators
reduces.
Figure 2(f) considers the performance in 2D data following the normal and
uniform distributions. The execution time is equivalent in both distributions,
showing that the wide-joins were not inﬂuenced by the data distribution.
Following, Figs. 2(g), 2(h) and 2(i) study the eﬀect of parameter variation (ξ,
k, κf ), using the Protein dataset. Figures 2(g) and 2(h) shows that as the radius
or k increases, more elements are combined in the join phase and included in the
partial result, which smoothly reduces the performance of the sorting phase. As
shown in Fig. 2(i), κf restricts more similar pairs from the result sorted in the
previous steps. Thus, using κf to ﬁlter the most similar tuples leads to a linear
processing time in the result size. Thus, even when that parameter increases, the
answer growth rate is not big enough to inﬂuence the overall performance.
5 Conclusion
Similarity join operators present two main drawbacks when applied to the rela-
tional environments: their resulting cardinality is usually larger than necessary,
requiring post-processing; and they often require an ordering step, a concept that
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is not acknowledged by the relational theory. In order to address those problems,
this paper presented a complete set of binary similarity operators, namely the
wide-join, that embraces the join concept and produces a more meaningful result
set than the plain similarity joins. Wide-joins enable retrieving the most similar
tuple pairs in general, representing the ordering among the elements internally,
not requiring to sort the input nor the output data, thus complying to the rela-
tional model.
We provided the wide-join deﬁnition and speciﬁed the distinct kinds of predi-
cates that the operator is able to process, where each distinct similarity condition
generates a variant of the wide-join operator. We also presented an algorithm
aiming at showing the wide-join usability in real applications and provided guide-
lines to implement the main instances of the operator.
The experiments performed on synthetic and real datasets, including non-
dimensional and multidimensional data, showed that wide-joins execute with
performance equivalent to the existing similarity joins whereas providing a result
set signiﬁcantly smaller and more meaningful to the user.
As a future work, we are now exploring the algebraic properties on how the
wide-join operators interact with the other similarity operators and instances of
wide-joins employing multiple-term predicates.
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